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Report on Inspection cum Induction Meeting & programme on 

awareness on code of conduct at Rapurhat College on 10.3.2024 

 
The Induction meeting for UG_CBCS students was held on 10th March,2024 at Rampurhat 

College from 1pm to 3pm. The meeting was attended by 

1. Dr. Prabal Kumar Sinha, Principal, Rampurhat College 

2. Dr. Sudeshna Chatterjee (Biswas), Director ,Study Centre (Addl. Charge) & Joint 

Registrar (Academic) 

3. Shri Prosenjit Bhattacharya, Dy. Director, Regional Centre, Durgapur, NSOU 

4. Smt Priyanthi Bagchi, Assistant Professor, NSOU, Economics 

5. Smt. Nilanjana Chatterjee, Assistant Director (Study Centre) 

6. Dr. Asim Kumar Pal, NSOU Coordinator of Rampurhat College 

7. Dr. Ganesh Chandra Let, Assistant Coordinator 
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Dr. Prabal Kumar Sinha inaugurated the programme and delivered the cordial welcome 

address, followed by welcoming the guests with flower bouquets. 

The welcome address was followed a short deliberation by Dr Asim Kumar Pal. Next, 

Shri Prosenjit Bhattacharya offered a very warm welcome to newly admitted learners. He 

thanked them for choosing NSOU as the institution for enhancing their educational levels and 

achievements thereafter. He mentioned that NSOU has received ‘A’ accreditation in its first 

cycle with NAAC.  Also, it is this Open and Distance Learning (ODL) method that provides 

opportunities for enhancing education for the housewives, jobholders and aged persons who do 

not get time and opportunity to attend regular classes in the conventional institutions. 

Next Dr Sudeshna Chatterjee, delivered a very special lecture to encourage and motivate the 

learners of NSOU. She mentioned how learners should be well informed about the website of the 

university and its application in the mobile phone. They should be well aware of the timely 

activities of the university and should regularly follow the timely class schedules and registration 

and/or examination form fillup related activities. She encouraged the learners to do all the 

procedures themselves and be self-reliant rather than depending on others to do their university 

related work. Apart from education, learners should be smart enough to tackle every problem as 

their goal should not be just reading syllabus-oriented study materials, fetch good marks and 

achieve jobs. Goals should be much beyond syllabus and everyone should focus on having a life 

of service. It is this mentality that will help the learners to have a better understanding of the 

surrounding environment and thereby develop life skills. 
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Next, Smt. Priyanthi Bagchi,discussed about the ongoing CBCS (Choice Based Credit 

System) course for Undergraduate learners of Netaji Subhas Open University and its 

significance. She gave detailed speech about the current programme and asked how to prepare 

for assignments and exams. She gave a detailed description about the various teaching-learning 

processes that are followed in the university in the form of provision of PCP classes, SLP 

classes, audio-visual lectures, and about the classes that are conducted via web TV and the radio 

channel, Muktak. Smt. Bagchi also mentioned that certificates given by NSOU are as good as the 

certificate issued by any other university, and so the learners are expected to put in equivalent 

effort as learners of any regular university. 

Next, Smt. Chatterjee discussed about the various features of the NSOU website. She 

mentioned how learners need to be aware of the timely activities related to upload of study 

materials in the applications and/or examination form fill up and renewal procedures. She noted 

certain entreaty of the learners regarding timely conduct of PCP in the college and upload of 

study materials in the application. 

Next, Dr Pal advised the learners to attend the classes (if possible) and counseling sessions of 

NSOU for their own benefits and also promised to look after their grievances in the best possible 

way. He ended the session with a vote of thanks. 

The meeting ended at around 1.30pm. Later on team visited the offices of the LSC and seen the 

relevant documents and how the LSC is functioning, other few changes of documentation 

procedure LSC performance was found satisfactory. 
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